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Abstract 
We introduce an algebraic onstruction for the Hausdorff extension H(A) of a many-sorted 
universal algebra A with respect to a family T of Hausdorff topologies on the carrier sets of A. 
This construction can be combined with other algebraic constructions, such as the initial model 
construction, to provide methods for the algebraic specification of uncountable algebras, e.g. 
algebras of reals, function spaces and streams. 
1. Introduction 
Topology is often regarded as being complementary to algebra in its scope. The 
idea that these two subjects might therefore be usefully combined is not new. 
Nineteenth century mathematics saw the introduction of groups of continuous trans- 
formations in the work of S. Lie. The theories of topological groups, rings, fields and 
vector spaces have since been extensively developed, a recent survey is [19]. 
Universal algebra provides the mathematical foundation for the theory of abstract 
data types and algebraic specification methods. Therefore it is not surprising to find 
that topological universal algebra can also contribute in this area. The theory of 
topological universal algebra was introduced by yon Dantzig [17] and Birkhoff [2] 
and has been further developed by for example Markov [9], Pontrjagin [13], Malcev 
[8], Taylor [16] and Arkhangel'skii [1]. In this paper we present a general study of 
the topological construction of closure, applied to universal algebras. 
Topological closure allows us to extend the carrier set of an algebra A by adding 
all limit points of A in a topology T on a set B which contains. A. We may think of these 
limit points as "ideal elements" which can be used to solve certain types of equations 
over the signature of A. For example, let Q be the ring of rationals and R be the set of 
real numbers and let E be the usual Euclidean metric topology on R. The closure of the 
carrier set of Q in E is R itself. (In this case we say that the subset Q is dense in E.) 
Now one can consider extending each operation fA of the algebra A to the limit 
points in B. If we can find an extension f for each fA which is continuous with respect 
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to the topology T (or the appropriate subspace topology if A is not dense in B), then 
these xtensions, together with the original constants of A and the closure CI(A) of the 
carrier of A, form a closed continuous extension A of A. We will show, using basic 
topology, that if T is Hausdorff then A is the unique closed continuous extension of A. 
Thus, when T is Hausdorff, we term the unique closed continuous extension H(A) of 
A, if it exists, the Hausdorff extension of A. 
In the case of the ring Q of rationals, recalling that every metric space is Hausdorff, 
the Hausdorff extension H(Q) with respect o E exists, namely the ring R of real 
numbers. Observe that in this case H(Q) satisfies the ring axioms, which are equa- 
tional. Inside the ring R we may also solve equations uch as 
x .x=2.  
A fundamental property of every Hausdorff extension, that we will establish by means 
of an algebraic onstruction of H(A), is that the equations valid in A and H(A) are the 
same. In particular, if A arises in the context of data type theory as some data type 
which is a model of an equational specification (Z, E) then H(A) is a model of the same 
specification. 
We view the construction of Hausdorff extensions as a useful additional method in 
the area of algebraic specification. Computations in certain specialist fields such as 
numerical analysis, hardware design, neural networks and dynamical systems, control 
systems theory and mathematical logic make use of uncountable algebras as idealised 
specifications. Such specifications are approximated to some degree of accuracy by 
actual implementations. Examples include algebras based on: 
(i) real or complex valued functions on R and C, 
(ii) transformations on discrete, dense and continuous tream spaces 
IN --. A], [Q + --+ A], [R + ~ A], 
(iii) operators on function spaces [R m ~ R"], [C" --, C"], 
(iv) higher-order functions. 
Clearly, by cardinality constraints, such algebras cannot be given a countable 
algebraic specification using any of the familiar term model constructions such as 
first-order initial semantics [6], first-order final semantics [18] or higher-order initial 
semantics [10, 12]. However, given an appropriate separable topological space, (i.e. 
a space with a countable dense subspace) we may be able to give a recursive (or even 
finite!) equational specification of a countable dense subalgebra nd then construct 
the (uncountable) Hausdorff ext6nsion of a countable term model. 
In this paper we introduce a construction for the Hausdorff extension (when it 
exists) of a (many-sorted) universal algebra with respect to an arbitrary (many-sorted) 
Hausdorff space. We consider sufficient conditions which guarantee xistence for 
various topologies. We show how the construction can be refined in the case that the 
given topology satisfies tronger separation or countability axioms. We also illustrate 
the Hausdorff extension construction by applying it to a case study of second-order 
algebras including algebras of infinite streams. 
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The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review elementary 
concepts and results from universal algebra nd topology. In Section 3 we introduce 
the Hausdorff extension construction i the context of closed continuous extensions 
over arbitrary topological spaces. We consider the existence, uniqueness and con- 
struction of Hausdorff extensions. We also consider efinements ofthe construction i
the presence of strong separation and countability conditions. Finally in Section 4 we 
consider Hausdorff extensions of second-order algebras as an illustrative xample of 
the techniques introduced in Section 3. 
We have attempted to make the paper mostly self-contained although the reader 
will benefit from some prior knowledge of universal algebra nd topology. For further 
information and background results in these areas we suggest [-7] for topology and 
[3] for universal algebra. Surveys of these two subjects oriented towards computer 
science are [14] for topology and [11] for universal algebra. A recent survey of 
algebraic specification techniques i [20]. 
2. Universal algebra and topology 
In this section we review some basic definitions, constructions and results of 
universal algebra, topology and topological universal algebra. 
We begin by fixing our notation for many-sorted universal algebra. 
Definition 2.1. A many-sorted signature is a pair (S, S) consisting of: 
(i) A non-empty set S. An element s ~ S is termed a sort and S is termed a sort set. 
(ii) An S* x S-indexed family 
S = (Sw, s [w~S* ,sES)  
of sets of constant and operation symbols. For the empty word 2 E S* and any sort 
s ~ S, an element 
c ~ z~z, s
is termed a constant symbol of sort s. For each non-empty word w = s(1) ... s(n) ~ S + 
and any sort s ~ S, an element 
feSw, ,  
is termed an operation or function symbol of domain type w, codomain type s and arity n. 
When no ambiguity arises we may use S as the name of the signature (S, S) and refer 
to S as an S-sorted signature. 
Definition 2.2. Let 2; be an S-sorted signature. An (S-sorted) S algebra is a pair (A, S A) 
consisting of: 
(i) An S-indexed family 
A = (As l s~S)  
of non-empty sets. For each sort s ~ S, the set As is termed the carrier of sort s. 
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(ii) An S* x S-indexed family 
zA  A = (Sw, s lwsS* ,ssS)  
of sets of constants and operations. For 2 s S* and any sort s s S, 
Sz, s = @A[C S S,X,s) ,
where ca s As is termed a constant of sort s s S which interprets the constant 
symbol c s S~,s. For each non-empty word w = s(1) ... s(n) s S + and s s S, 
A 
Sw, s -- ( fa l f s  Sw, s) ,  
where fA : A TM --* As is a total function with domain A TM = Am) x ... x As(,), codo- 
main As and arity n, which interprets the function symbol f s Z~,s. When no 
ambiguity arises we may use A as the name of the S algebra (A, ~a). 
If A = (As [ s s S )  and B = (Bs I s s S )  are S-indexed families of sets then the basic 
set-theoretic operations extend pointwise to A and B. Thus we let A ___ B denote 
pointwise inclusion, As -~ Bs for each s s S. Similarly Ac~B,  AuB and A = B will 
denote pointwise intersection, union and equality. We use f :  A --* B to denote an 
S-indexed family of mappings ( f s :As  ~ Bs[ s s S ) .  We let f (A )  denote the family 
( f (A )s  =f~(As) [ s s S). 
Henceforth we will assume the reader is familiar with the basic definitions and 
results of universal algebra including the notations of S subalgebra, S congruence and 
quotient S algebra, ~ homomorphism, isomorphism and embedding, Z equation and 
equational class or variety of Z algebras. A special case of the direct product, the direct 
power, will be used extensively in Section 3. We recall this construction here. 
Definition 2.3. Let Z be an S-sorted signature, let A be a S algebra and let I be any 
non-empty set. The direct power A ~ of A is the Z algebra with carrier sets 
A~ = 1-I ~ As] 
for each s s S (i.e. At is the set of all total functions from I to As, or/- indexed vectors 
from As). For each sort s s S and each constant symbol c s Z~,s we define 
ca'(i) = ca 
for each i t  1. For each w = s(1). . .s(n)s S+, each s s S, each operation symbol 
f s Zw, s and any a s s A~(s ) for 1 ~<j ~< n we define 
fA,(al . . . .  , a,)(i) =fa(al( i) ,  . . . ,  a,(i) ) 
for each i s I. 
We define the S-indexed family 8 : A ~ A ~ of diagonal mappings by 
6s(a)(i) = a 
for each sort s s S and each a s As. 
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It is easily shown that the family 6 : A ~ A ~ of diagonal mappings is a S embedding 
of A in A z. Next we introduce a notation for many-sorted topological spaces. 
Definition 2.4. Let S be a non-empty set. By an S-indexed family (A, T) of topological 
spaces we mean a family 
(A,T) = ((Asls e S}, (Tsls e S>) 
where for each s e S, As is a set and Ts is a topology on As, i.e. a collection of subsets of 
As satisfying: 
(i) if F _~ Ts then ~)F e Ts, 
(ii) if U, U' ~ Ts then U ~ U' e Ts, 
(iii) 0 e Ts and As e Ts. 
The members of T~ are termed open sets on As. For any s e S and a eAs an 
open set U e Ts such that a e U is termed a neiohbourhood of a. We let NbdA(a) 
denote the set of all neighbourhoods of a in A. Given an S-indexed family of 
subsets B ~ A, for any s e S an element a e As is said to be adherent o B if, and 
only if, for every neighbourhood U e Nbda(a), we have UnBs ~ O. The set of all 
points a e As adherent o Bs is termed the closure of Bs. We let Cl(Bs) denote the 
closure of B~ and CI(B) denotes the family (Cl(B)s = Cl(B~)ls e S}. The subset Bs is 
said to closed if, and only if, B~ --- CI(B~), and Bs is said to be dense in T~ if, and only if, 
Cl(Bs) = As. 
For any w = s(1)...s(n)e S+ we let T TM denote the product topology on the 
cartesian product A TM = A~(i) x ... x As(.) with subbasic open sets 
(V )  = {(a i . . . .  ,an) e AWlai e U} 
for each open U e Ts(i) and each 1 ~< i ~< n. We let (U1, ... ,  U,} denote the finite 
intersection (U i}~. - -c~(U,} .  For any n-tuple (a l , . . . , a , )eA  TM we let 
NbdA(al, ... ,a,) denote the set of all neighbourhoods of (ai, ... ,a,) in T '~. 
For any s e S and function f :  A w ~ As, f is  said to be continuous with respect to T if, 
and only if, for each open set U e T,, 
f - l (U )  e r TM, 
i.e. inverse images of open sets are open. 
Let A be an S-sorted I algebra and T be an S-indexed family of topological 
spaces over the carrier sets of A. Then the pair (A, T) is a topological I algebra if, 
and only if, for each weS +, seS  and feS  .... the operation fA :AW~As is 
continuous with respect o T. We let TopAlg(I) denote the class of all topological 
S algebras. 
Most definitions and properties from topology can be extended pointwise from 
a topological space to an S-indexed family of topological spaces. For example in 
Section 3 we require the notions of subspace and Hausdorff space. We make these 
concepts precise in the many-sorted case. 
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Definition 2.5. Let (A, T) and (B, T')  be S-indexed families of topological spaces. 
(i) We say that (A, T) is a subspace of (B, T')  if, and only if, A __c B and 
Ts = {VnAs l  U~ T;}. 
(ii) We say that (A, T) is a Hausdorffspace if, and only if, for each sort s s S the 
topology Ts is Hausdorff, i.e. for any pair of elements a, a' E As, if a ~ a' then there 
exist neighbourhoods U ~ NbdA(a) and V ~ NbdA(a') such that 
UnV=O.  
Clearly if (A, T) is Hausdorff and (B, T')  is a subspace of (A, T) then (B, T')  is 
Hausdorff. 
The notion of convergence is central to topology. A concise way to describe 
convergence properties i by usingfilterbases. (Another more algebraic approach is to 
use nets. We introduce this latter approach in Section 3.) 
Definition 2.6. Let A be a non-empty set. Afilterbase F on A is a non-empty family of 
subsets of A such that: 
(i) for each X ~ F, X ¢ 0, 
(ii) for any X1, Xz ~ F there exists X3 e F such that X3 - X1 c~)(2. 
A filterbase F on A is a basis for a filter P on A by taking 
= {y_c AI Y ~X for some X~F}.  
By abuse of notation, if A' c A is any dense subset we let A 'nF  denote the 
collection of sets 
A' n f  = {A' cTXIX e F}. 
Then A'nF  is also a filterbase. If B is any non-empty set and f :A  --* B is any map 
then the image of F under f
f(F) = { f (X ) [X  ~ F} 
is a filterbase on B. If T is a topology on A and a ~ A then the set NbdA(a) of all 
neighbourhoods of a is a filterbase on A termed the neighbourhoodfilterbase of a. 
Given a topology T on A, a filterbase F on A converges to an element a ~ A (with 
respect o T) if, and only if, for each neighbourhood U e Nbda(a) there exists X e F 
such that X ___ U. 
3. Hausdorff extensions 
In this section we consider the existence, uniqueness and construction of closed 
continuous extensions of a many-sorted algebra A with respect o a family T of 
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topological spaces. For reasons already indicated in the introduction, we will concen- 
trate on the important special case where T is a family of Hausdorff spaces. 
3.1. Closed continuous extensions in topological spaces 
Let 27 be an S-sorted signature and let A be a Z algebra. In the context of algebraic 
specification A will typically arise as some model of an axiomatic specification (Z, 45), 
where 4~ is some set of logical formulas (for example quations) over ~. Let (B, T) be 
an S-indexed family of topological spaces such that A c B. For each sort s ~ S, we 
may form the topological closure CI(As) of the carrier set As in Ts. The subset 
Cl(As) ~_ Bs may be given the subspace topology induced on Ts. Now As ~- Cl(As) and 
if As is not closed in Ts then As c Cl(As). This topological construction on the carrier 
sets of the algebra A adds the adherent elements of Bs to As as new data elements. 
These elements can be regarded as limit points of sequences (or more generally nets) of 
elements of As. The problem arises to construct a 27 algebra C which is a closed 
continuous extension of A in the sense that C extends A, for each sort s e S the carrier 
set Cs is the closure Cl(As) of As in Ts, and each operation fc of C is continuous. We 
make these concepts precise as follows. 
Definition 3.1. Let X be an S-sorted signature, let A and C be 27 algebras and let (B, T) 
be an S-indexed family of topological spaces such that A _ B. We say that C is 
a closed continuous extension of A with respect o (B, T), if, and only if: 
(i) C extends A, 
(ii) for each sort s e S, Cs = Cl(As), and 
(iii) for each w e S +, s e S and operation symbol f  e Z .... the operation 
fc: C~ ~ Cs 
is continuous in the induced subspace topology (C, T')  on T. 
Since it can be easily answered using elementary results from topology, we next 
address the question of uniqueness of closed continuous extensions. 
3.2. Uniqueness of Hausdorff extensions 
Given an S-sorted signature X, a Z algebra A and an S-indexed family (B, T) of 
topological spaces such that A _ B we consider the following 
Uniqueness Problem. Find sufficient conditions on the family T of topologies uch that 
a closed continuous extension of A, if it exists, is unique. 
In general there may exist many different closed continuous extensions of A with 
respect to (B, T). However, a solution to the uniqueness problem can be easily 
obtained from elementary topology. We consider the situation in which T is a family 
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of Hausdorff topologies. Then a simple consequence of a Hausdorff separation axiom 
ensures that a closed continuous extension of A with respect o (B, T) (if it exists) is 
unique. The basic fact we use is the following. 
Proposition 3.2. I f  T is a family of Hausdorff topologies and A is a dense in T then for 
any w e S +, any s ~ S and any continuous functions f g : B TM ~ B,, 
f=  g ~:~ f IA= gin, 
where f IA and g[n are the restrictions to A of f and g respectively. 
Proof. ( ~ ) Trivial since flA and gin are restrictions. 
(~)  We prove the contrapositive. Suppose f¢  g. Then for some b e B w, 
f (b) v a g(b). 
Let b =f (b )  and b '= g(b) then b # b'. Since T~ is Hausdorff there exist disjoint 
neighbourhoods Ube Nbd~(b) and Ub, e NbdB(b'). Since fand  g are continuous then 
f - 1 (Ub) and g - 1 (Ub,) are open. Then f -  1 (Ub) contains a non-empty basic open set 
U ___ B TM and g- l(Ub,) contains a non-empty basic open set U' c B TM. Since A~ is dense 
in T~ for each s e S then 
U~AW#O,  U '~AW#O.  
Let d e U c~ A TM and a' e U 'n  A TM. Then 
f in(a) E Ub~As, glA(a') ~ Ub, nAs.  
But Ub and Ub, are disjoint so 
f in(a) # glA(a'). 
Hence f in #gin" [] 
Corollary 3.3. Let C1 and Ca be Z, algebras. If(B, T) is Hausdorff and C1 and C 2 are  
closed continuous extensions of A with respect o (B, T) then Ca = C2. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 3.2. [] 
Corollary 3.3 motivates the following special case of a closed continuous extension 
that will be studied in the sequel. 
Definition 3.4. Let Z be an S-sorted signature, let A be a Z algebra nd let (B, T) be an 
S-indexed family of Hausdorff spaces uch that A ___ B. The unique closed continuous 
extension of A with respect to (B, T), if it exists, is termed the Hausdorffextension f A. 
We let H(A) denote the Hausdorff extension of A. 
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In the next two subsections we concern ourselves first with the question of 
construction and then with the question of existence of Hausdorff extensions. 
3.3. Algebraic construction of Hausdorff extensions 
Given an S-sorted signature ~, a Z algebra A and an S-indexed family (B, T) of 
Hausdorff spaces uch that A _ B we consider the following 
Construction Problem. Assuming that the Hausdorff extension H (A) of A exists, give an 
explicit algebraic onstruction of H(A) from A and (B, T). 
The construction problem for H(A) is fundamental since an explicit algebraic 
construction is required to determine the validity or satisfiability of logical formulas 
with respect o H(A). In particular, for applications to algebraic specification, if A is 
a model of some axiomatic specification q~ then we wish to know whether H(A) is also 
a model of ~. 
We shall present a general solution to the construction problem for Hausdorff 
extensions. Our construction is applicable to any many-sorted algebra A and any 
family (B, T) of Hausdorff spaces. It generalises the well known completion of the ring 
of rational numbers to the ring of real numbers using Cauchy sequences. Further- 
more, this construction can be used to identify conditions on A and (B, T) which are 
sufficient to ensure that H(A) exists. Thus the results of this section will be applied in 
the next subsection where we consider the existence problem for Hausdorff extensions. 
To give a general solution to the construction problem we may assume that the 
Hausdorff extension H(A) of A exists. We then begin by considering the algebraic 
relationships that must hold between A and H(A). 
First recall the basic topological concepts of nets and their convergence. 
Definition 3.5. Let (I, ~<) be any directed poset. An element a ~ A~ from the direct 
power A I is termed a net. For any s ~ S and a e A~ and b ~ Bs we say that a has limit 
b or a converges to b if, and only if, for each neighbourhood U ~ NbdB(b) there exists 
i ~ I such that for all j >~ i, 
a(j)  E U. 
By the definition of topological closure, if a converges to b then b ~ Cl(As). 
We say that a is convergent if, and only if, for some b ~ Bs, a has limit b. We say that 
a is uniquely convergent if, and only if, for any b, b' ~ Bs if a converges to b and 
a converges to b' then b = b'. 
We define the S-indexed family A* = A *(I) of sets of convergent nets by 
A* = {a ~ A~la is convergent} 
for each sort s ~ S. 
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A well known property of the Hausdorff separation axiom is that this axiom is 
necessary and sufficient o ensure uniqueness of convergence for all nets. Thus we 
have: 
Lemma 3.6. For any direct poset (I, ~) and any s e S, each element a e A*~ is uniquely 
convergent. 
Proof. See for example [7]. [] 
Let us consider a fixed but arbitrarily chosen directed poset (I, ~<). Now by Lemma 
3.6 we can uniquely map every convergent net a e A* to its limit, which is an element 
of Cl(As), as follows. 
Definition 3.7. Define the S-indexed family I im:A* ~ CI(A) of limit mappings by 
liras(a) = b ~ a converges to b 
for each s e S and each a e A* and b e Cl(As). By Lemma 3.6, lira is well defined. 
The family lira induces an S-indexed family =Urn of equivalence relations on A* 
defined by 
__lira at a =s .*~ liras(a) = lims(a') 
for each s e S and a, a' e A*. [] 
The limit mappings on A* have the following basic property. 
Lemma 3.8. For any w = s(1).., s(n) e S +, s ~ S any function symbol f s Z . . . .  and for 
any convergent nets aj e A~j ) for  1 <<,j <~ n, 
fa~(al, ... ,a,) converges to fmA)(l imm)(ai ), . . . ,  lim~(,)(a,)). 
Proof. Since H(A) is a closed continuous extension of A then fma) is continuous. 
. Consider any convergent nets aj e As(j) for 1 ~<j ~< n and let 
b = fmA)(l imm)(ai) . . . . .  lims(,)(a,)). Consider any neighbourhood U e Nbdcz(A)(b). 
Since fmA) is continuous, fd(~)(U) e TcWl(a) is open in the subspace topology TCI(A) on 
Cl(A). Since U is a neighbourhood of b then (lims(1)(ai) . . . . .  lims(n)(a,)) e fd(~)(U). So 
for some basic open U' ~-fFI(~)(U) in the subspace topology where U' = U] x ... x U'n 
(Iimm)(ai) . . . .  , lim~(,)(a,)) e U'.  
Now for each i ~< j ~< n, a~ is convergent, so there exists k i e I such that for all i ~> kj, 
aj(i) e U}. 
Let k be an upper bound of kl, . . . ,  k, then for all i ~> k 
(al(i) . . . . .  an(i)) e U' .  
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Thus for all i/> k, 
fA'(al . . . .  , a,)(i) = fA (al (i), . . . ,  an(i)) 
= fmA)(al (i), . . . ,  a,(i) ) ~ U . 
Since U was arbitrarily chosen then fA*(al, . . . ,  a,) converges to 
fmA)(lims(1)(al) . . . .  , lim~(,)(a,)). [] 
Lemma 3.8 leads to the following relationships between algebras. First, the S- 
indexed family A* of sets of convergent nets is closed under the operations of the 
direct power A *. So we have 
Corollary 3.9. The family A* is the carrier family of a subalgebra of A I and the family 
cS:A ~ A ~ of diagonal maps is a Z embedding of A in A*. 
Proof. We need only show that the family of sets A* contains each constant of A x and 
is closed under the operations of A t. 
Consider any s ~ S and constant symbol c e ZX,s. Then CA' is convergent with limit 
CA and thus CA' ~ A*. 
Consider any w -= s(1) .,. s(n) ~ S +, any s ~ S, any function symbol f6  Zw, s and any 
convergent nets aj ~ As(j) for 1 ~< j ~< n. By Lemma 3.8, 
fA'(al . . . .  ,a,) ~ A*,  
i.e. A* is closed under fA'. 
To show that 3 : A -* A t is a £ embedding of A in A*, since 3 is a Z embedding of 
A in A x and A* ~< A z by above, it suffices to show that 6(A) ~_ A*. So consider any 
s~S and aEAs.  For all i~ I ,  3s(a)( i )=a and so 6s(a) converges to a. Thus 
6Aa) e A*. [] 
Secondly, the family lim of limit maps is a homomorphism from the algebra A* to 
the Hausdorff extension H(A). 
Proposition 3.10. The S-indexed family l im:A* ~ Cl(A) of limit mappings is a Z 
homomorphism from A* to H(A). 
Proof. Consider any s ~ S and constant symbol c ~ Zz,s. Then 
lim~(cA,) = lim~(cAO since A* ~< A I, 
= Ca = CH(A) sinceA<~H(A).  
Consider any w -= s(1) ... s(n) e S +, s e S, any function symbol f e Z .... any conver- 
gent a; ~ A~(~) for 1 ~< j ~< n and the operation fA*. Then 
lim~( fA,(al, ..,, a,,) ) = lims( fA,(aa . . . . .  a,)) 
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since A* ~< A ~ 
= fn(A)(limm)(aa ), . . . ,  lim~(n)(a,) ) 
by Lemma 3.8. [] 
Thus we may form the homomorphic image lira(A*) of A* which stands in the 
following relationship to A and the Hausdorff extension H(A). 
Theorem 3.11. (Continuous Extension). 
A <~ lira(A*) <<. H(A).  
Proof. Since lira:A* ~ H(A) is a 22 homomorphism by Proposition 3.10 then 
lira(A*) <~ H(A).  
To show that A <<. lira(A*) note that A ~ H(A) by definition of H(A) and 
lira(A*) <~ H(A) by above. So it suffices to show that A c_ lira(A*). Consider any s e S 
and a e As and the diagonal map 6s : As ~ A~. By Corollary 3.9, 6s(a) e A* and so 
lim,(6,(a)) ~ lim(A*)~. But lims(6s(a)) = a and so a ~ lim(A*)s. [] 
Now since lira(A*) <~ H(A) we may naturally ask: when is lira(A*) = H(A)? In this 
case we have an algebraic onstruction of the Hausdorff extension H(A) as required. 
For a particular adherent element b ~ Cl(As), if a net converging to b can be 
constructed over the directed poset (I, 4) then b ~ lim(A*)s. Recall that the set 
NbdB(b) of all neighbourhoods of b in Ts can be partially ordered by U>_U' 
<:> U _ U'. Then (NbdB(b), >) is a directed poset ermed the neighbourhoodposet ofb. 
A sufficient condition on (I, ~<) such that b ~ lim(A*)s can be given in terms of the 
neighbourhood poset (NbdB(b), >-). Recall that if (I, ~<) and (I', ~<) are posets then an 
embeddin9 retraction pair of monotonic maps is a pair 
e:(I, <~)--*(I', <<.'), 
satisfying 
r:(I ', ~')--,  (I, ~<) 
r(e(i)) = i (i) 
for all i e I, and 
i <~j ~ e(i) <~ e(j), i' <~j' ~ r(i') <~ r(j ')  (ii) 
for all i, j e I and i ',j' e 12 
Lemma 3.12. (Adherence). For any s ~ S and b ~ Cl(As), if there exists an embeddin9 
retraction pair of monotonic maps 
e:(gbdB(b), ~_) -* (I, <.) 
r:(I, 4)  ~ (NbdB(b), ~_), 
then b e lim(A*)s. 
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Proof. Let e and r be an embedding retraction pair of monotonic maps. We must 
show that for some a e A*, lim~(a) = b. Define a by 
a(i) = a~(1) 
for each i e I, where a~(o e r(i) c~ As. Since b e Cl(As) then a~( 0exists for each i e I. Now 
liras(a) = b, for consider any U e NbdB(b) and e(U) e I and any j >~ e(U). Since r is 
monotonic and r and e form an embedding retraction pair then r ( j )~r(e(U))  = U, By 
definition 
a( j )  e r( j )c~As. 
But r( j)>_U so r ( j )  ~ U and so a( j )  e U. Sincej was arbitrarily chosen then for all 
j >~ e(U), a( j )  e U. Since U was arbitrarily chosen then a converges to b. So a e A* 
and liras(a) = b. 
Lemma 3.12 suggests that we construct a single directed poset in which the 
neighbourhood poset of every adherent point can be embedded. 
Definition 3.13. Let H s~s Cl(As) denote the disjoint sum (coproduct) of the sets 
Cl(As). Define the poset 
(I(A), <A) = 1-[ (NbdB(b), ~_). 
(s, b) ~II s~ s Cl(As)  
Clearly the direct product of a family of directed posets is again directed. 
Thus (I(A), <A) is the direct product of the neighbourhood posets of all elements of 
all sets Cl(A~). Then (I(A), <A) has the following strong embedding property with 
respect o its coordinate posets. 
Proposition 3.14. For any n >~ 1, any s(1), ... ,s(n)e S and any b je  Cl(Astj)) for 
1 <~ j <. n there exists an embedding retraction pair of monotonic maps 
e :(Nbd~(b~), ~)  x ... x (Nbd~(b,), ~_) ~ (I(A), <A), 
r:(I(A), ~<A) __, (NbdB(bl), ~)  x ... x (NbdB(b,), ~) .  
Proof. Define the embedding e by 
e(U1, ... U,)(s,b) = f i Uj, if (s,b) (s(j),b~); 
' (Bs, otherwise, 
for any Uj e NbdB(bj) for 1 ~<j ~ n, any s e S and b e Cl(As). Define the retraction r by 
r(i) = (i(s(1), bl) . . . . .  i(s(n), b~)) 
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for each i t  I(A). Clearly e and r are monotonic, e is injective and for any 
U~ ~ NbdB(bi) for 1 ~<j ~ n, 
r(e(U1, ... ,  U,)) = (U~, ..., U,). [] 
Thus we have the following explicit algebraic onstruction of the Hausdorff exten- 
sion H(A) from A and T. 
Theorem 3.15 (Construction). Let (I, <~) = (I(A), ~<x) and let A* <~ A I(A) be the subal- 
gebra of convergent nets. Then lira (A*) is the Hausdorff extension H(A) of A. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 3.11, Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 
3.14. [] 
An important property of every Hausdorff extension H(A) is determined by the 
form of this construction for H(A): the equational theories of A and H(A) are the same. 
Theorem 3.16 (Conservative extension). For any equation e ~ Eqn(~,, X), 
A~e .~ H(A)~e.  
Proof. By Theorem 3.15, H(A) = lira(A*) where I = I(A). 
( ~ ) Suppose A ~ e. Since A I is a direct power of A then A t ~ e. By Corollary 3.9, 
A* ~< A x so A* ~ e. By Proposition 3.10, lim(A*) is a homomorphic mage of A* and 
so tim(A*) ~ e. Thus H(A) ~ e. 
(~)  Suppose H(A)~ e, then lira(A*)~ e. By Theorem 3.11, A <~ lira(A*) and so 
A~ e. [] 
Theorem 3.16 is of fundamental importance from the point of view of algebraic 
specification. If A is a model of an equational specification E (for example an initial 
model, final model or higher-order initial model) then so is H(A). 
It is natural to consider whether our construction of H(A) can be simplified in the 
presence of stronger topological axioms. In particular, when can we replace an 
arbitrary directed poset with the usual linear ordering ~< on N and consider 
convergent sequences rather than arbitrary convergent nets? (Recall for example the 
Cauchy completion of the ring of rationals to the ring of reals.) 
Definition 3.17. Let (N, ~<) be the poset of natural numbers with the usual linear 
ordering ~<. A convergent net a ~ A N is termed a convergent sequence. 
Recall the first axiom of countability for a topological space. 
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Definition 3.18. An S-indexed family (B, T) of topological spaces is 1 ° countable if and 
only if, for each s ~ S the topology Ts is 1 o countable, i.e. for each b ~ B~ there exists 
a countable family 
(U,(b) e NbdB(b)]n ~ N} 
of neighbourhoods of b such that for any neighbourhood U ~ NbdB(b) of b, 
U,(b) ~_ C 
for some n ~ N. 
If (B, T) is 1 ° countable then we may replace the directed poset (I(A), <A) by 
(N, ~<N) in the construction of the Hausdorff extension H(A). 
Theorem 3.19. Let (I, ~<) = (N, ~<). I f (B, T) is 1 ° countable then H(A) -- lira(A*). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.11, lim(A*) <<, H(A) so we need only show that CI(A) ~_ lira(A*). 
Consider any sort s e S and any b ~ Cl(As). Since Ts is 1 ° countable there exists 
a countable family 
( U,(b) ~ Nbd~(b) ln ~ N} 
of neighbourhoods of b such that for any neighbourhood U E Nbd~(b), U,(b) ~_ U for 
some n E N. 
Define the family (U~(b) ~_ B~ [ n e N} of sets inductively by 
U'o(b)-- Uo(b) 
and for any n ~ N, 
U',+ l (b) = U',(b)c~ U,+ l (b). 
It is easily shown by induction on n that for all n ~ N, 
U',(b) e Nbd~(b), (1) 
U',+ ~ (b) ~_ U',(b), (2) 
U'.(b) ~_ U.(b). (3) 
We show that for some convergent sequence a ~ A~, lim~(a) = b. Define a by 
a(n) = a .  
for each n ~ N, where a, e U',(b)c~A~. Since b ~ Cl(As) then by (1) above a, exists for 
each n~N.  Now consider any neighbourhood U~Nbds(b).  For some n~N,  
U,(b) ~_ U so for such n by (2) and (3) above, U'~(b) ~_ U for all m ~> n. Thus a(m) e U 
for all m ~> n. So a converges to b, i.e. lim~(a) = b. [] 
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3.4. Existence of Hausdorff extensions 
In the previous subsection we assumed the existence of the Hausdorff extension 
H(A) of A and used this fact to derive an explicit algebraic onstruction of this 
extension. But how can we tell whether H(A) exists in the first place? We shall consider 
the following 
Existence Problem. Given an S-sorted signature Z, a Z algebra A and an S-indexed 
family (B, T) of Hausdorff spaces such that A ~_ B, find sufficient conditions on A and 
(B, T) such that the Hausdorff extension H(A) exists. 
Our approach to this problem will be to analyse the construction of Section 3.3 and 
determine general conditions ufficient o allow this construction to be carried out. 
We note however that given more detailed information about the algebraic structure 
of A and the nature of T we may be able to derive much stronger esults than those 
presented in this section. For example it is a non-trivial result of topological group 
theory (see for example [19]) that if G is a group and (B, T) is a Hausdorff space such 
that G __ B and G is continuous in the subspace topology on T then there exists 
a group G which is a closed continuous extension of G in (B, T). The group G is 
usually termed the bilinear completion of G rather than the Hausdorff extension. In 
Section 4 we provide a further example of this type of result by considering necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of Hausdorff extensions of second-order 
algebras. 
We begin with the following elementary fact, which is based on simply checking the 
feasibility of each step of the construction i troduced in Section 3.3. 
Proposition 3.20. Let (I, 4) = (I(A), 4a). If: 
(i) A* is a subalgebra of A 1, and 
(ii) --_Urn is a congruence of A*, and 
(iii) A*/ ~Um is continuous with respect o the induced topology TA*/ ~,m 
then the Hausdorff extension H(A) of A exists and 
H(A) ~- A* / =jim . 
Proof. Assume (i)-(iii) hold. Define the S-indexed family tp:A*/==_urn --. B of map- 
pings by 
Os(a/ Jim) = liras(a) 
for each sort s e S and each a e A*. Now define the Z algebra H(A) as follows. For 
each s ~ S, define 
H (A)s = O~( A* / =u,,),) .
For each s ~ S and constant symbol c ~ Zz,~, define 
CH(A) = lims(cA*). 
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For any w = s(1).., s(n) ~ S +, any s ~ S, any f s  Z .... and any aj ~ As(j) for 1 ~<j ~< n, 
define 
fH(A)(Os(1)(al/ _=u,,), . . . ,  Os(,)(a,/ =_tim))= ~6( fA*(al, ... , a,) / =Jim). 
Clearly H(A)  is well defined as a S algebra and OA*/ - - " "  ~ H(A)  is a S isomor- 
phism. We show that H(A)  is a closed continuous extension of A. Recall Definition 3.1. 
(i) To show that H(A)  extends A consider any sort s ~ S and any constant symbol 
c ~ S~,s. Then 
CmA ) = lim~(CA*) = CA. 
Consider any w = s(1) ... s(n) ~ S ÷, any sort s e S, any function symbol f ~ Zw,s and 
any aj ~ As(j) for 1 ~< j ~< n. Then 
fmA)(al,  ... ,a,)  
= fmA)(OsO)(fm)(aO/ =_u,,), ... , Os(,)(6s(,)(a,,)/ =tim)) 
= Os(fA,(bm)(al) ,  . . . ,6s(,)(a,)) /  --_urn) by definition of fma) 
= l ims(fA,(3m)(aO, ... ,6s(,)(a,))) by definition of 
= lims(6s(fa(al . . . . .  a,))) by Corollary 3.9 
=fA(a l  . . . .  , a,) .  
Thus H(A)  is an extension of A. 
(ii) By the definition of ~, for any sort s ~ S, 
H (A)s = t~s( A * / -tim)s) = l im(A* )s . 
Since I = I (A)  then by Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 3.14, H(A) ,  = Cl(As). 
(iii) For each sort s ~ S let T~ mA) be the subspace topology on H(A)s and define the 
induced topology T A*/==-''~ on (A*/=Um)s by 
U ~ T A*: =-" ¢> t~s(U) e T~ (a) 
for each a ~ (A* / -Um)s. Then 
O:(A*/_u~, TA*/=- ' )  _+ (H(A), Y fI(A)) 
is a homomorphism. Since ~ is both a homomorphism and a Z isomorphism and 
A* /  _Urn is continuous then so is H(A).  
So by (i)-(iii), H(A)  is a closed continuous extension of A. [] 
Condition (iii) of Proposition 3.20 is not very satisfactory since it indicates that even 
if A is continuous with respect o the subspace topology on T and the algebra 
A* /_u , , ,  is well defined, the latter may fail to be continuous. However, if we assume 
slightly stronger separation properties on T then this possibility cannot arise. Recall 
the separation axiom of regularity. 
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Definition 3.21. An S-indexed family (B, T) of topological spaces is regular if, and only 
if, for each sort s e S the topology Ts is regular, i.e. for any b e Bs and closed set U ~ T~ 
not containing b there exist open sets V, V' e T~ with b ~ V, U ___ V' and 
Vc~V' =0.  
Clearly every regular space is Hausdorff. Regular spaces include for example all 
metric spaces. Recall that if Ts(1), . . . ,  Ts(,,) are regular topologies on the sets 
B~(1) . . . . .  Bs(,) then the product opology T w on the cartesian product A w is regular. 
Regular spaces have the following important property. 
Theorem 3.22 Let (X, T)  be a topological space, let (Y, T ' )  be a regular space, let 
D ~_ X be dense in T and let f :  D ~ Y be a continuous map. Then f has a continuous 
extension f :  X ~ Y if, and only if, the filterbase f (D  c~Nbdx(x)) converges for each 
x ~ X.  I f  f exists then it is unique. 
Proofi See for example I-4]. [] 
To apply Theorem 3.22 to Proposition 3.20 we relate convergence on nets to 
convergence on filterbases. 
Lemma 3.23. Let (I, <~)= (I(A), <<a) and suppose A is dense in T. For any 
w = s(1).., s(n) ~ S +, any s ~ S, any operation symbol f ~ Z . . . .  any bj ~ Bs(j) for 
1 <~ j <~ n, and any b ~ Bs, if 
fAr(al, . . . ,  a,) converges to b 
for all aj ~ AIs(j) converging to bjfor 1 <<.j <~ n then 
fA(AW nNbdB(b l  . . . . .  b,)) converges to b. 
Proofi We prove the contrapositive. Suppose fA(AW~Nbds(bl ,  ... ,b,,)) does not 
converge to b. Then for some V ~ Nbd~(b) there is no U e NbdB(bl, . . . ,  b,,) such that 
fA(A~' c~U) co__ V.  
For each U e Nbd~(bl, ... ,b,) let (a U . . . .  ,a U) e AW~ U be an n-tuple satisfying 
a U fA( 1, . . . ,aV)6 y .  
By density of A in T, for each 1 ~j  ~ n, bj ~ Cl(As(j)), and since I = I(A) then by 
Proposition 3.14 there exists an embedding retraction pair 
e:(NbdB(bl), "<) x ... x (Nbd~(b,), ~_) -* (I, <~), 
r: (I, <<.) -* (NbdB(b,), ~)  x ... x (NbdB(b,), ~) .  
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For  each 1 ~<j ~< n, define aj e A~(j) by 
aj(i) = a~ (0 
for each i ~ I. Consider any 1 ~<j ~< n and U j ~ NbdB(bj) and 
U = Bs(1)  × . - .  × Bs( j _  1) × UJ  × Bs(j+ 1) x ... x Bs(n). 
For any i >~ e(U)  we have r( i )>'r(e(U))  = U. So r(i)j>_U j and hence r(i)j __q U j. But 
aj(i) = a~ (i) e r( i ) j .  
So for all i >~ e(U),  aj(i) ~ U j. Sincej and U j were arbitrari ly chosen then aj converges 
to bj for each 1 ~<j ~< n. Now considerfA, (a l ,  ... ,a,). For  all i ~ I, 
fA'(aa, . . . ,  a,)(i) = fa(a l  (i), . . . ,  a,(i) ) 
= fA(a] (0, . . . ,  a~(i))6 V .  
So fA'(ai ,  . . . , a , )  does not converge to b. [] 
Corollary 3.24. Let  (I, <~) = (I(A), <A) and suppose A is dense in T. If: 
(i) A* is a subalgebra of  A I, and 
(ii) _u,~ is a congruence on A* 
then for  each w = s(1) ... s(n) ~ S +, each s ~ S, each operation symbol f ~ Xw.s and for  
any bj e B~(j) , for 1 <<.j <~ n, 
fA (A"  :~ Nbd~(bl ,  . . . ,  b,)) 
converges. 
Proof. Suppose A is dense in T and assume (i) and (ii) hold. Consider any 
w = s(1).. .s(n) ~ S +, any s e S any operat ion symbol f~  Xw, s and any bj s Bs(j) for 
1 ~<j ~< n. Since A is dense in T then bj ~ Cl(As(j)) for each 1 ~<j ~< n. Since I = I(A), 
by Lemma 3.12 and Proposit ion 3.14, for each 1 ~<j ~< n there exists aj e A*(j) such 
that aj converges to bj. By (i) for some b ~ B~, fAx(a1, . . . ,  a,) converges to b. 
, * l i ra  , Now consider any other aj e As(j) converging to bj for 1 ~<j ~< n. Then aj =~(j) aj for 
1 ~<j~<nandsoby( i i )  
fA'(al ,  , a,) J im ~ , , . . . .  s JA'tal, . . . ,a ' , ) .  
Thusfa,(a~ . . . . .  a',) converges to b. 
Therefore for all aj ~ A~(j) converging to bj, for 1 <~j <~ n, fA,(al . . . .  ,a, )  converges 
to b. So by Lemma 3.2.3, 
fA(A  TM c~ NbdB(bl ,  . . . ,  b,)) 
converges to b. [] 
Combining Corol lary 3.24 and Theorem 3.22 we can refine Proposit ion 3.20 to the 
following. 
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Theorem 3.25. Let (I, <~) = (I(A), <a) and suppose (B, T) is a family of regular spaces. 
if: 
(i) A is continuous with respect o the subspace topology, and 
(ii) A* is a subalgebra of A I, and 
(iii) =Urn is a congruence on A* 
then the Hausdorff extension H(A) of A exists and 
H(A) ~ A*/ _urn. 
Proof. Suppose (B,T) is regular and assume (i)-(iii) hold. Consider any 
w = s(1).. .s(n)e S÷, any s t  S and any function symbol fe  Zw, s. By (ii), (iii) and 
Corollary 3.24 for any bj ~ Cl(A~(j)) for 1 ~<j ~< n the filterbase fA(AWc~Nbd~(bl, ..., b,)) 
converges. By (i) fA is continuous o by Theorem 3.22, fA has an extension 
f :  CI(A~(~)) x ... x CI(As(.)) -~ CI(A~) 
which is continuous with respect o the subspace topology. 
We construct he Hausdorff extension H(A) of A as follows. For each sort s E S 
define the carrier set H(A)~ = Cl(As). For each s ~ S and constant symbol c e Zx, s 
define 
CH(A) = C A . 
For each w e S +, s e S and operation symbol f s  Zw,~ define 
fH(A) : / "  
Clearly H(A) is the Hausdorff extension of A. 
Since I = I(A), by Theorem 3.15, lim(A*)s = Cl(A~) = H(A)~ for each s e S. So by 
Proposition 3.10, l im:A --* H(A) is an epimorphism with kernel __u,,. Then by the 
First Homomorphism Theorem A* / _urn ~_ lira(A*) ~- H (A). [] 
4. Hausdorff extensions of second-order algebras 
In this section we consider, as an example which illustrates the techniques introduc- 
ed in Section 3, Hausdorff extensions of second-order algebras. We will characterise 
necessary and sufficient conditions under which a second-order algebra A has a Haus- 
dorffextension with respect to a natural topology T known as the Tychonofftopology. 
For this characterisation weintroduce the class of stable functions on the carriers of A. 
The algebra A is stable if, and only if, each operation of A is stable. Our main result in 
this section is the Extension Theorem 4.13 which establishes that if A is stable then 
A has a Hausdorff extension. Furthermore, if A is dense in the Tychonoff topology 
T then A has a Hausdorff extension if, and only if, A is stable. 
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This example provides further evidence of the fact that the existence results for 
Hausdorff extensions, considered in Section 3.4, can be substantially strengthened by
using detailed information about the algebra A and the topological space (B, T). 
We begin by recalling the concepts of a second-order type structure, second-order 
signature and second-order algebra. A systematic account of higher-order algebra is 
[10]. 
Definition 4.1. Let B be any non-empty set, the members of which will be termed basic 
types, the set B being termed a type basis. The first two levels Ho(B) and Hi(B) in the 
type hierarchy generated by B are defined by, 
Ho(B) = B 
and 
HI(B) = Ho(B)u {(~ ~ z)[ g,z e Ho(B)} • 
Each non-basic type (a --+ "c) ~ HI(B) is termed afunction type or arrow type. Each 
basic type "c e B has order 0 and each function type (a ~ "c) e HI (B) has order i. 
A second-order type structure S over a type basis B is a subset S~_ H~(B) which is 
closed under subtypes in the sense that for any function type (~ ~ ~) e S we have 
0",'~ E S. 
Definition 4.2. Let S be a second-order type structure over a type basis B. An S-sorted 
second-order signature 2 is an S-sorted signature such that for each function type 
(o- --+ z) 6 S we have a binary evaluation operation symbol 
eval (~-+~) ~(~-+~)~,~. 
When the types a and z are clear we let eval denote the evaluation operation symbol 
eval (~-*~). Next we introduce the intended interpretations of a second-order signature 
Definition 4.3. Let S be a second-order type structure over a type basis B. Let 2 be an 
S-sorted second-order signature and let A be an S-sorted 2 algebra. We say that A is 
a second-order ~ algebra if, and only if, for each function type (o- ~ z) ~ S we have 
A(,~,) ___ [A, ~ At], i.e. A(,~,) is a subset of the set of all (total) functions from A, to 
At. Furthermore, for each function type (~ ~ ~) ~ S, eval(A~O*)" A(,.,) x A ,  ~ A~ is the 
evaluation operation on the function space A(,_,,) defined by 
eval(A~-~)(a, b) = a(b) 
for each a e A(~_, o and b ~ A~. 
In the sequel we consider a fixed but arbitrarily chosen second-order type structure 
S over a type basis B, S-sorted second-order signature 2, and second-order 2 algebra 
A. 
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The algebra A has a natural topology by taking the discrete topology on At for each 
basic type z and the product or Tychonoff topology on A(,-~t) for each function type 
(~r ~ ~) e S. This family of topologies for A we term the Tychonoff topology on A. 
Continuity of an operation fa of A with respect o the Tychonoff topology captures 
a natural computational intuition that determining the value offA on any arguments 
a~, ... ,  a, requires only a finite amount of information about each argument ai. 
We define the set-theoretic completion At of each carrier set A~ of A together with 
the Tychonoff topology Tt on A~ as follows. 
Definition 4.4. Define the S-indexed family of sets A and the S-indexed family of 
Tychonoff topologies T on .3 by: 
(i) For each basic type ~ E S define .4~ = At and let Tt = go (A 0 be the discrete 
topology on -4t. 
(ii) For each function type (:r ~ ~) e S define A(,-,t~ = [A, --* At], i.e. A(~t~ is the set 
of all total functions from A, to At. Let T(~_,t) be the product or Tychonoff topology 
on A(,_~ with subbasic open sets of the form 
O,,b = {a' e A(,-~ I a'(b) = a(b)} 
for each a ~ e{(~_,~) and b ~ A,. 
Let us characterise the continuous mappings f :  ~w ~ At for w e S + and ~ ~ S with 
respect o the Tychonoff topology. First consider the case that ~ is a basic type. 
Proposition 4.5. Let w ~ S +, let ~ ~ B and let f :  .~w ~ ~ be any mapping. Then f is 
continuous if, and only if, for any d ~ ~w there is a basic open set U E T w with gt ~ U and 
f constant valued on U. 
Proof. Exercise. [] 
By Proposition 4.5, if w = z(1), ... ,z(n) and every v(i) is a basic type then 
f :  ~w __, At is trivially continuous. However, if one or more of the domain types z(i) is 
a function type, the f i s  continuous if, and only if, f is finitely determined in the sense 
that for any (al, ..., an) ~ ~w, f(al ,  . . . ,  a,) is determined by just a finite part of each 
function argument ai. 
Let us characterise continuity in the case that v is a function type. 
Proposition 4.6. Let w ~ S +, let (~r ~ z)~ S and let f :~w __,-'t(,-t~ be any mapping. 
Then f is continuous if, and only if, its uncurried form 
uc(f ) :AWxA~ ~A~ 
given by uc( f)(a, b) =f  (a)(b) is continuous. 
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Proof. Exercise. [] 
It is easily shown that the evaluation function eval: A(~_~) x ,4~ ~ A~ is continuous. 
We will establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the Hausdorff 
extension H(A) of A with respect o (A, T). For this we must characterise those 
operations of A which have a continuous extension to the closures of the carriers 
CI(A) of A in (A, T). We characterise uch operations by introducing the class of stable 
functions over subsets of A. 
Definition 4.7. Let B _ A be any S-indexed family of subsets. For any w e S + and 
-c ~ S we define the class of stable functions on B 
f :  B TM ~ Be 
as follows. 
(i) For each basic type ~ ~ S and any f :  B TM ~ B~, f i s  stable if, and only if, for any 
d ~ A~ there exists a neighbourhood U ~ NbdA(d) such that f i s  constant valued on 
U c~ B TM. 
(ii) For each function type (o- ---, z)~ S and any f :B  ~ ~ B(~) ,  f i s  stable if, and 
only if, its uncurried form uc( f ) :B~x B~ -o Be is stable. 
Notice that in Definition 4.7, if B -- A then the stable functions on B are precisely 
the continuous functions on B. In general this is not the case as we will show. The 
following lemma shows that examples of stable functions can arise as restrictions of 
continuous functions on A. 
Lemma 4.8. Let B c_ .~. For any w ~ S +, ~ ~ S and any continuous rnap f :.d ~ ---, A~ the 
restriction f l  B: B TM ~ -4-. is stable. 
Proof. Consider any basic type ~ ~ S and continuous map f :  ~w ~ At. Consider any 
ci e ~w and let b =f(ci). Then {b} ~ T~ is basic open. Since f is continuous then 
U - - f - l ({b})  is open and clearly d ~ U. Since f i s  constant valued on U then f iB  is 
constant valued on UnB TM and so f[  B is stable. 
Consider any function type (a ---, z) s S and continuous f :  A~ --* A(~_.~). By Proposi- 
tion 4.6, the uncurried form uc( f ) :A  TM x A~ --* At is continuous. So by above uc( f ) [B  
is stable. But uc( f ) [B  = uc( f [B)  and hence f iB  is stable. [] 
So for example the evaluation functions of A are stable. Next we show that stability 
implies continuity, although the converse need not hold. 
Lemma 4.9. ( i )Let  B ~_.4. For any w~ S +, any type z ~ S and any function 
f :  B TM --+ B~, if f is stable then f is continuous with respect to the subspace topology 
induced on (.,t, T). 
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(ii) There exists a second-order algebra C and a continuous function f:  C TM ~ C~ on 
the subspace topology induced on (C, T) which is not stable. 
Proof. (i) Consider any weS +. Consider any basic type ~ e S and stable 
f :B  TM ~B~. Consider any b e B~. We show that f - l ({b})  is open. Consider any 
e f - l ({b}) .  By stability, for some U~ e T TM we have b e U~ and f i s  constant valued 
on U~nB TM. Now U~nB TM is open in the subspace topology on T TM and b e U~nB TM. 
Thus 
f -  ~({b}) = [_) U~nB TM 
bef-l({b}) 
is open in the subspace topology on T w. So f is continuous. 
Consider any function type (a ~ -c) e S and stable f :  B TM ~ B(~-~). Then the uncur- 
ried form uc(f) :BWx B~ ~ B~ is stable. So by above uc(f)  is continuous in the 
subspace topology on T and hence f i s  also continuous. 
(ii) Consider the second-order type structure S = {nat, ~,(nat -~ ~)} over the type 
basis {nat, ~}. Define the S-sorted second-order algebra C as follows. Let C.,~ = N, 
C~={1,2,3} and C(,at_~)=[C,at-,C~]/{1} where 1 :N~{1,2 ,3}  is given by 
1 (n) = 1 for all n e N. 
Besides the evaluation mapping eval: C(,at-~O X C,~t ~ C~ let C have one unary 
operation f :  C(,,t-~) ~ C~ defined by 
f (a) = a(n) 
for any a e C(..t-.~), where n is the least number such that a(n)~ 1. By defini- 
tion of C(.at-.~), f is well defined and clearly f is continuous. However f is not 
stable for consider 1 e C(.at-.~) and let T be the Tychonoff topology on C. 
Suppose~ for a contradiction that there exists U e T(.~t-~) such that 1 e U and 
f is constant valued on UnC(nat-,~). Then there is a basic U = (U1 . . . .  ,U,} e 
T(,~t-,~) such that 1 e U and f is constant valued on U nC(,,t-~o which is 
impossible. [] 
We will show that every stable function on A extends continuously to a stable 
function on the closures Cl(A) of the carriers of A in the space (A, T). For this we 
require one simple lemma. 
Lemma 4.10. For any we S +, any ~ e S and any function f :A  TM --*At and for any 
5 e Cl(A) TM and neighbourhoods U, V e Nbd2(d) of& if f is constant valued on UnA TM 
and V n A TM then 
f(2) = f(35) 
for all ~ e U n A TM and fie V n A TM. 
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Proof. Suppose w = ~(1)... z(n). Since U and V are neighbourhoods of d then so is 
Un  V. Now Un Vc~A ~ is non-empty since At(0 is dense in CI(A,(o ) for 1 ~< i ~< n. So 
consider any 2 ~ U c~ V n A TM. For any ~ ~ U n A TM and 17 e V n A TM, 
f (,2) =f(z-) 
since f is constant valued on U c~ A" 
= f(37) 
since f i s  constant valued on VnA" .  [] 
Theorem 4.11. For any w eS  +, z ~ S and stable function f :A  w ~A~ there exists 
a unique stable function f :  Cl(A) TM ~ Cl(At) which extends f 
Proof. Since T, is Hausdorff or each z e S, and any stable extension f of f is 
continuous by Lemma 4.9(i), then by Proposition 3.2, fmust  be unique. Thus we need 
only prove the existence off We def ineffor  each stable f :  A w ~ At as follows. 
(i) Consider any basic type v e S and stable f :  A w ~ A~. For any ci e Cl(A) TM let 
Ua ~ Nbd~(d) be a neighbourhood f d such that f is  constant valued on Ua c~ A w. Since 
A~(i) is dense in CI(At(o) for 1 ~< i ~< n then Uac~A w # O. So choosing any b ~ Uac~A w 
define 
f(•) =f(b) .  
By Lemma 4.10,f(d) does not depend upon the choice of Ua. To show that f i s  stable 
and extends f, consider any ci e A". Since f is  stable there exists Ua e Nbd3(d) such that 
f is constant valued on Ua c~ A TM. Consider any a'e Ua c~ Cl(A) ~. By definition 
f"(a ''7) =f(~) 
for any 6 e Ua c~ A". So fis constant valued on Uac~ Cl(A) w. Thus f i s  stable. Clearly 
fextends f. 
(ii) Consider any function type (~r--,-c) ~ S and any stable f :AW~ A(~_~). By 
definition the uncurried form uc( f ) :A  w x A,  ---, At is stable so define 
f (a)(b) = uc( f )(a, b) 
for any d e CI(A)" and b e CI(A~). To show that fis stable and extends f, by above 
uc(f)  is stable. So by (i) above uc(f): Cl(A) TM x Cl(A~) ~ Cl(A~) is stable and extends 
uc(f).  Hence fis stable and extends f. [] 
We can apply the definition of stability to give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a Hausdorff extension H(A) of A. 
Definition 4.12. Let S be a second-order type structure, Z be an S-sorted second-order 
signature and A be a second-order 2 algebra. We say that A is stable if, and only if, for 
each w e S + and z ~ S and each operation symbol f E 2w,~ the operation )CA is stable. 
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Theorem 4.13 (Extension). 
(i) I f  A is stable then A has a Hausdorff extension H(A). 
(ii) I f  A is dense in T then A has a Hausdorff extension H(A) if, and only if, A is stable. 
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemma 4.1(i) and Theorem 4.11. 
(ii) Suppose A is dense in T. ~ Immediate from (i). ~ By density, for each z ~ S, 
H(A)~ = A~. For any w e S +, any z ~ S and any f s Xw.~ the operation fma) :A~ ~ -4~ 
is continuous. So by Lemma 4.8, fa is stable. Thus A is stable. [] 
We conclude by illustrating how the method of Hausdorff extension can be used in 
the specification of an uncountable second-order algebra. 
Example 4.14. Our example is adapted from a hardware specification case study in 
Meinke and Steggles [21]. We consider countable and uncountable second-order 
algebras of convolution over streams over the ring of integers. Such algebras have 
a common second-order signature y Co,v" defined as follows. 
Define the second-order type structure S = {nat, ring,(nat ~ ring)} over the type 
basis B = {nat, ring}. Define the second-order signature X = X c°"v" by 
Z~,nat = {0}, Z~,ring = {0, 1}, Z~.(,a,-~ri,S) = {0}, 
z . . , , . . t  = succ ,  Zr ino ,~. ,  = { - -  }, 
Z~,,o2,~,,o = {+, ×}, 2~(,at-~,i.o~,at,~in0 = {eval}, 
Zrino(nat~ring).(nat~ring ) = {append}, X,i,g"~,,t-~,i,o),~,,t-~,i,g) = {cony"}. 
The signature Zc°"~" has a standard minimal extensional model, namely the (count- 
able) second-order algebra A of convolution over almost everywhere zero streams. 
This algebra has following carrier sets 
Ana t : N, Arino = Z ,  
A~,,t-~ri,o) = {~ :N ~ Z [ ~(n) = 0 for all but finitely many n ~ N}. 
The constants and operations of A are defined as follows. 
OA = O, SUCCA(n ) = n + 1, 
OA = O, 1A = 1, 
--a(x) = -- x, +A(x,y) = x + y, xA(x,y) = xy, 
OA(n) = O, evalA(O~, n) = ~(n), 
appendA(x, oO(O ) = x, appenda(x, oc)(n + 1) = ~(n), 
convA(xl, ... ,x,,~)(m) = xl~(m) + ... + x,~(m + n). 
Clearly A is a countable algebra. 
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Now Z c°"~" also has a standard uncountable interpretation, amely the algebra of 
convolution over all streams of integers. This algebra may be obtained as the 
Hausdorff extension of A as follows. Let 
= (A~ I z = nat, ring, (nat ~ ring)) 
be the family of completions of the carriers of A and let 
T = (T~ [ ~ = nat, ring, (nat ~ ring)) 
be the Tychonoff topology for A as given by Definition 4.4. It is easily shown that 
conv"A is a stable operation. (All other operations of A are trivially stable.) So by 
Theorem 4.13, A has a Hausdorff extension H(A) with respect to (A, T). Furthermore 
A(,at-~ri,g) is dense in T(,at-,ri,o) and so 
H(A)(. . t~,g)-= [N ~ Z].  
Thus H(A) is an uncountable algebra. We leave it to the reader, as an easy exercise, to 
calculate the definition of all operations in the algebra H(A), in particular to confirm 
that conv~(A) is the convolution operation extended to all streams of integers. (Notice 
that T is 1 ° countable and so the simplified construction of the Hausdorffextension of 
Theorem 3.19 can be applied.) 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to consider higher-order initial algebra 
specifications of the dense subalgebra A of H(A). Let us simply observe the following 
Fact. A has a finite equational specification E c°"v" under second-order initial algebra 
semantics. 
Proof. See Meinke and Steggles [-21]. [] 
By Theorem 3.16, H(A) ~ E c°"v". Thus E c°'v" provides a finite equational specifica- 
tion of the uncountable algebra I t (A) of convolution on streams of integers under 
second-order initial semantics followed by Hausdorff extension. 
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